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Abstract—Digital camera identification can be
accomplished based on sensor pattern noise which is
unique to a device and serves as a distinct
identification fingerprint. Camera identification and
authentication has formed the basis of image / video
forensics in legal proceedings. Unfortunately, realtime video source identification is a computationally
heavy task, and does not scale well to conventional
software implementations on typical embedded
devices. In this paper, we propose a hardware
architecture for source identification in networked
cameras. The underlying algorithms, an orthogonal
forward and inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
based Estimation have been optimized for 2D frame
sequences in terms of area and throughput
performance. We exploit parallelism, pipelining and
hardware reuse techniques to minimize hardware
resource utilization and increase the achievable
throughput of the design.
I. INTRODUCTION
DIGITAL camera identification has multiple
applications in real-world scenarios. For example, when
presenting a video clip as evidence in a court of law,
identifying the source (acquisition device) of the video is
as important as the video itself [1]. Not doing so can lead
to legal challenges which may render the evidence
invalid. Another example is the movie industry, where
significant revenue losses are caused every year by
secretive recording in movie theaters and the subsequent
illegal distribution. Video source identification can be
employed to track down such piracy crimes [2], [3].
Similarly, images or videos shared using Flickr,
Facebook or other social networking sites or through
Copyright to IJIRSET

personal email can be authenticated and tied to the user
device (in this case, the smartphone or personal camera).
Easier access to high-quality digital camcorders and
sophisticated video editing tools further motivates the
improvement of video source identification techniques.
The issue of digital image or video authentication can be
approached in several different manners. The simplest
strategy would be to inspect the digital file itself and
look for header clues or any other attached information.
The EXIF header format [4], supported by many camera
manufacturers contains information about the digital
camera type and geo-location. However, this header data
is unavailable if the video is transcoded or recompressed. Moreover, such tags can trivially be
modified by software. Another strategy is to equip digital
cameras with an invisible, yet fragile watermark carrying
information about camera, location, time and personal
biometric data. Such approaches are used in some highend cameras by Epson, Kodak and Canon [5], [6].
However, not every camera is equipped with such
sensors.
The existing deployments such as surveillance
camera networks or commercial image sharing in
Smartphone’s are not equipped with such ‘securecameras’. The most reliable method reported so far for
video source identification is based on the sensor pattern
noise which is unique to each camera. This noise results
from the nonuniformity of each sensor pixel’s sensitivity
to light, and can be treated as the inherent fingerprint of a
video capture device [7]. The scheme presented in [7]
involves image denoising using the Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) followed by sub band level denoising
using MMSE estimation procedure. In our experiments,
we found computational requirements leading to large
processing time (in the order of seconds per frame on
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multicore desktops for small resolution videos). The
‘db8’ DWT filter used in [7] has high computational
requirements owing to the presence of irrational
coefficients and a large number of taps. The MMSE
estimation task uses 2D processing and is the most
computationally expensive task (taking 99% of the entire
processing time). Processing a single video frame (640 ×
480 resolution) on an Intel core i7 laptop takes about 5
seconds, giving an effective throughput of only 184
KBps. The expensive computation overhead will become
a bottleneck when fast identification is needed. An
example is detecting video camera spoofing attacks using
source identification techniques.
An adversary can compromise a legitimate
camera, and then send fake video to the sink using the
victim’s identity. Such an attack is called camera
spoofing attack, which introduces severe security threats
if the camera is used for surveillance or other security
purpose. Moreover, given the increasing popularity of
wireless video cameras, such attacks are becoming easier
to launch. The sensor pattern noise based source
identification method is naturally a good candidate to
detect this attack; however, it requires performing source
identification in a realtime fashion.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The research on image source identification
emerged a few years prior to video source identification,
and the techniques are often similar. Kharrazi et al. [8]
proposed a novel idea for camera identification based on
supervised learning. They compute image features in
spatial and wavelet domain and then train a SupportVector-Classifier to find camera model. A multiclass
SVM classifier is used to identify and classify images
from 5 different cameras with an accuracy of 78 − 85%.
Similarly, Celiktutan et al. [9] defined a set of similarity
measures using KNN and SVM for classification
operation. Choi et al. [10] include intrinsic lens radial
distortions as part of the features and improve
classification. Popescu [11] uses the Expectation
Maximization algorithm to identify the demosaicing
algorithm that a camera uses, based on which different
image sources are classified. However, all these methods
Copyright to IJIRSET

are only capable of detecting the model or the
manufacturer of the device, instead
of identifying the individual camera that produced the
image. The following techniques focus on the specific
device identification, which is desirable for the forensic
applications. The Canon Data Verification Kit [6]
calculates the hash of images and uses a special secure
memory card to enable tracing the image to a camera, but
only high-end Canon DSLR cameras support this
solution. The same applies to embedding watermarks
into images, which is only applicable for specially
designed devices rather than commodity devices. Geradts
et al. [12] proposed to utilize sensor hot pixels or dead
pixels to identify the image source. It performs nicely
even for JPEG compressed images. However, all
cameras do not have such defective pixels, and many
cameras post-process to remove such defects from output
images.
Kurosawa et al. [13] measured the dark current
noise of the sensor and used it as the device fingerprint.
Since the dark current noise can only be extracted from
dark frames, this method is restricted to the videos that
contain dark frames. Lukas et al. [7] employed sensor
pattern noise as an inherent fingerprint of the camera for
source identification. More specifically, they use PhotoResponse Non-Linearity (PRNU) noise to identify the
individual video camera. So far, the sensor pattern noise
based schemes report the most reliable results. Kang et
al. [14] model this noise as a white noise signal to
improve the detection statistics in cases of images
suffering from interference and losses by JPEG
compression and the camera signal processing. Li [15]
proposed to use adaptive weighting to improve the
performance of this approach. Recent work by Li et al.
[16] consider the interference caused by interpolation
process in color filter arrays in PRNU extraction and
propose a color-decoupled PRNU extraction process.
Chen et al. [3] extend this prior work to networked
videos. However, they require as long as 10 minutes of
processing time for low resolution (264 × 352) and 40
seconds for higher resolution (536 × 720) videos. The
work of [17] improves this value to 10 seconds ( 300 −
400 frames) using network characteristics.
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orthogonal wavelets while compression codecs use CDF
9/7 and similar filters which are based on bi-orthogonal
wavelet construction.

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM

Proposed Authentication System

Input Frame

Denoising
using DWT

Extraction of
Sub bands

Post
Processing

PE

IDWT

3.1.Pre-processing
We introduce a pre-processing block to reduce
redundant computations in our PE array and introduce
hardware reuse. The squaring operation (of subband
coefficient done for each computation) is redundant.
Hence, instead of squaring for each operation, we input
squared values of the pixels themselves and normalize
them with the input variance value.
Much research has been done in the
development of DWT architectures for image processing
. A good survey on architectures for DWT coding is
given by [20], however the focus has been primarily on
image compression applications. The DWT architectures
can be broadly classified into lifting based, convolutionbased and B-spline based architectures. The lifting based
architectures are popular and became the mainstream
because they need fewer multipliers and adders and have
a
regular
structure.
Similarly
B-spline-based
architectures have been proposed to minimize the
number of multipliers by using B-spline factorization
[22]. However, the lifting based architecture has a larger
critical path. Convolution-based approaches have a lower
critical path but require a larger number of multipliers.
These filters designed for image compression
and efficient implementation degrades quickly for image
denoising applications. The 9/7 poly-DWT filter in [21]
has best known image compression and hardwareefficient implementation. Figure 3 shows this effect
where denoising causes distortions when using 9/7 filter.
This is because denoising applications typically use
Copyright to IJIRSET

3.1.1 Modified Filter Bank implementation

The authors propose using ‘db8’ orthogonal
wavelet for denoising operation. Named after Ingrid
Daubechies who did monumental research on wavelets
and their applications, ‘db8’ is an orthogonal and
asymmetric wavelet filter. The filter coefficients are
irrational and asymmetric and 16 taps are
present in both decomposition of low pass LoD and high
pass HiD filters. They are all distinct and irrational
(truncated values are shown). Consequently, a direct
implementation in hardware will require 16 multipliers
and subsequent 15 adders to get a high or low pass
output. The filter is asymmetric and no coefficients are
same across high and low pass filter. Use of 32
multipliers and 30 adders to obtain a single level of
wavelet decomposition will lead to significant area and
computational requirements.

3.2. PE array
The PEs are arranged in a 2D systolic array. We
note some interesting properties which help us to
optimize the implementation of the MLE block: 1)
Pipelining: Since the computations between subsequent
pixels reuse most of the pixels (except one row / column
which needs to be input), we use a pipeline which inputs
along the short edge (row/ column). Thus, effectively
only three pixels are input every clock cycle. We refer to
www.ijirset.com
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this as our Naive implementation. 2) Parallelism: The
larger windows overlap over smaller windows, making it
possible to do the computations concurrently. This step
leads to 5X speedup because the number of computations
required are greatly reduced and can be reused amongst
the masks.
3.3.Post-processing
The denoised subband pixel is obtained above
using the MMSE value from the PE array and the
subband value. Then, the PNU estimate is obtained as P1
P1(i, j) = I(i, j) − Ī(i, j)
where image Ī is obtained after inverse DWT operation
on the denoised subbands. Next we compute the
correlation between pixels in pnu p and p1.Based on the
comparision of correlated value with the threshold the
source is considered matched.

Performance Analysis:

IV.SIMULATION RESULTS

Parameters
Slices
LUTs
Adders/Subtractors
Multiplexers
Multipliers

RTL View:
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Technology view:
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Results
112
213
17
2
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Performance Analysis:

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed architectures for
hardware acceleration of video authentication algorithm
using pixel-nonlinearity noise to identify the original
camera. Our algorithm is able to accurately authenticate
source camera using 650 frames from source video. We
proposed a modified filter bank approach for DWT and
IDWT implementation which reduces the hardware
requirements and achieves a clock frequency of 167
MHz. We also presented a 2D systolic array architecture
for wavelet subband denoising which was optimized for
hardware requirements and performance using
rectangular masks and suitable design.
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